
Every year countless fires are raging in the Amazon, the sanctuary of the biodiversity on Earth. Since 
2019 the fires increased considerable. Yet a rainforest does not burn by itself. Those fires are set by 
humans, destroying the greatest natural treasure we have. 

That is exactly what this song is about. It is a cry from deep within the rainforest. The voice of the 
indigenous people demanding to finally put an end to that unbearable destruction. 

Angie Zach lends her enchanting voice to the guardians of the Amazon and its diverse, breathtaking 
plants and animal life. An extraordinary song that ends with a great chromatic climax, a signature of the
devil’s work. 

With her debut single, Angie Zach is starting her solo career: a journey from soul to soul. She connects 
music with love and compassion for the true self, nature, all sentient beings - our brothers and sisters - 
reminding us of the Wholeness/God/Buddha, the eternal BEING that is present in the tiniest leaf or 
the most inconspicuous insect.
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BIO
Angie Zach is a singer, performer and songwriter from Austria. Born in the Waldviertel, the magical 
forest quarter northwest of Vienna, she has been singing and writing already as a child. She was featured
in numerous musical projects and the past 15 years she has been active in many different musical 
projects, mainly as a lead singer, but also as a background singer.
At the age of 17/18 she spent 10 months in Virginia (USA). There she gained valuable experience in the
theater, in musicals, the high school choir, the a cappella group and the legendary "LBT Unplugged" 
concerts. Back in Austria, she studied Vocal Jazz and Pop in Vienna.  

Angies music is full of emotion, passion and groove. She touches with catchy melodies and profound 
messages. Angies sound is melancholic, powerful, uplifting and her voice is multifaceted: sometimes 
clear, sometimes raspy; vigorously playing around with profound sounds that get under the skin.

Her vision and mission is to raise awareness for an appreciative, respectful attitude towards oneself, 
nature and the world around us. We humans have the responsibility to take care of nature – our home. 
Angies music serves as a companion on the journey to the true self. Thus, it is the igniter for deep 
compassion for oneself and all sentient beings. 

Band 
Vocals: Angie Zach 
Drums: Lukas Salzer 
E-Bass: Fabian Möltner 
Piano: António Pedro Dinis 
Hammond Organ: Semen Lavrinenko 
E-Guitar: Semen Lavrinenko

Promo Links

Website www.angiezach.com

Photos www.angiezach.com/press

Youtube https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iLOcJYcNlss

Streaming available on all platforms.

Social Media 

Facebook www.facebook.com/angiezachmusic

Instagram www.instagram.com/angiezachmusic

Youtube www.youtube.com/angiezach

Management
Dr. António Pedro Dinis // o  fficial  @angiezach.com   // +43 670 505 9150
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